FOREWORD
Mosl of Ihe irrigated surface in Ihe Ecuadorian Andes has been managed since cenluries ago by
peasanls organized in Water Managemenl Councils. Very little is known aboullhe functioning of these
"FMIS" (Farming Management Irrigation System), which are now being studied by a multidisciplinary
team of the French Institute of Scientific Research for Development in Cooperation (ORSTOM) and the
Ecuadorian Institute of Hydraulic Resources (INERHI). The project has several chapters:
-

Inventory (Iocation, organization and characterization) of all the FMIS of the Andean region, which
includes hundreds of systems that provide water to 75% of the 500,000 hectares under irrigation.
Characterization is done at c1imatic, hydraulic and lechnicallevels as well as at social, agricullural and
economic levels.

-

Hydric balances at several scales (frorn the water intake points lo the hydrographic basin) in order to
find the most deficient sectors.

-

Study of several FMIS in pilot zones (Zones of Analysis and Recommendations for Irrigalion) in
order to discover and quantify actual performance problems and their dynamics .•

-

Research about real productivity reached, both at the agricultural performance level and at the
production systems level (gross and net products, benefits per hectare and per worker).

The objective is the proposal of lechnical references and realistic recommendations to INERHI, useful
for the establishment of a Plan for the support and development of FMrs (called private irrigation in the
Ecuadorian case). Resufts have been fully analized in the northern region of the country (Mira
watershed) and onlylhe integration of the conclusions is pendíng.

1. STATE OF PRIVATE IRRIGATION IN THE MIRA WATERSHED
In the northern Ecuadorian Andes, the Mira watershed embraces a total surface of 348,000
hectares (ranging from 1,800 rnosl to 4,200 mosl), an agricultural area of 149,000 hectares and an
irrigated surface of 50,340 heclares (86% by prívate irrigation, 9% by State-owned irrigation and
5% by a combination of the two systems); irrigation water benefils directly 15,900 users and
indirectly 158,000 inhabilants (this means half the population of the basin).
Dispersion is a main characteristic of Ihe "FMIS":

altitudinal dispersion
Perimeters occupy 3 bioclimatic levels: the cold level (>2,700 m with 970 mm of rainfall/year
and ETP of 1,020 mmlyear); the lemperate Jevel (2,300 m-2,700 m with 795 mm of rainfalllyear
and ETP of 1,165 mm/year); and Ihe subtropicallevel «2,300 m with 540 mm of rainfall/year
and ETP of 1,400 mm/year).

spatialdispersion

A total of 274 irrigation systems dam more than 20 m3/s from the rivers using 308 direct intakes
(94% of a rustic construction) and lake the water lo 279 perimeters along 1,099 km of canals
(96% over Ihe soil).
A "mean" FMIS has an irrigation channel with 4 km of dead canal, transporting 75 l/s and
irrigating a perimeter of 180 hectares where large farms, estates, small holdings and minifundia
Iie.
In the Mira Ríver basin, the pilot zone of Urcuquí ;s one of 18 ZARI that have been hislorically
affected by irrigation. It has 30 FMIS that irrigate 4,500 hectares in three bioclimatic leve/s. The
oldest ZARI is the central peasant perimeler of Urcuqul-San Bias, with 320 heclares and 600
parcels. The Big canal o, Caciques thal feeds it was built in 1582. Currently its management is in
the hands of three peasants' councils: Urcuquí, San Bias and Cáciques, the latter enjoying the
benefit of a special tratment in the water distribution frequency.
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2. ROLE, EVOLUTION ANO PROOUCTIVITY OF THE FMIS
Depending on conditions for production, agriculture undergoes development or enters into crisis.
It is subject to unstable and succesive balances that depend oh prior balances as well as on
posterior factors of change in the agricultural environment.
Agriculture under irrigation has a factor that modifies environment: water. Its distribution among
several groups of producers has a preponderant influence over the abovementioned balances. If
a net of irrigation channels allows, at the beginning, a stability of hydric conditions in agriculture,
development problems or external interventions can occur along its history that act upon
agricultural activities in a big scale. Every malfunctioning takes a major importance and ends up
being a life-or-death factor for productive systems, and sometimes for the people involved.
Long ago, the main goal of small farming in the Ecuadorian Andes was to feed peasants, while
some large estates produced foodstufs for the urban population that before 1970 represented a
small part of the Ecuadorian population. The development of an economy based on agricultural
exports in the Pacific Coast, new communications between Coast and Sierra (railroads since 1909,
highways since j 930) and especially the development of a petroleurn-based economy (since
1970) acted as factors of integration of the andean peasant economy to the national markets.
Twentieth-century demographic explosion follows along these changes.
On the one side, land property of marginal zones went from the old large holding system
(hacienda) to minifundia (which doesn't allow peasant families to earn a Iivelihood from agricultural
work) while theé:::entral part of the hacienda stayed in the hands of the original owners and was put
under extensive production systems (cattle raising on natural grass)'.
At the same time, part of the peasants started to build and develop new production systems,
placing their products in the market as a means for payrnentof agricuhural work.
On the other side, sorne haciendas were also turned into capitalist agricultural enterprises with
important investments in machinery and buildings and changing production techniques in order to
satisfy the new urban demands of the country.
And so it happened that in the fifties new productive systems appeared, a result of the prior,
poorly specialized ones. Nowadays several specializations coexist in every ecologic level,
sometimes contradicting one another.
In the cold level, agrícultors can choose among 3 development trends: extensive cattle
husbandry, stapple grain cultivation (wheat or barley) and cold-Ievel horticulture with crops like
. potato, onion or others, that need sustained care and work.
In the temperate level, side by side with natural grasses grow corn (basic foodstuff since long ago),
cereals (wheat, barley) as in the cold level, horticulture based on beans among others, and
orchard-Ievel agriculture with avocado.
In the subtropical level the specialization on sugar cane coexists with cattle husbandry, corn,
mandioc, and vegetable gardens.
If production systems have changed in the last decades, agricultural productivity, on the contrary,
hasn't varied to any extent: hopes for production are stilllow, with or without irrigation.
Table 1 reflects this premise: beans and the most important cereals have a mean performance
between 500 and 800 kg per hectare and potato has a performance between 7,000 and
10,000 kg per hectare.
These performances are the same as those expected by the first agronomists of the country in the
first years of the 20th century. The stability in the wages for agricultural work confirms the
stagnation of productivity (the daily wage of an agricultural worker has been the equivalent of
1 US dollar since 1945).
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Productivities

Activitíes

Corn

Beans

Potato

Wheat

Barley

NO
IRRIGATION

extensive
moderate
intensive

200-300
350-500
550-650

50-100
150-250
450-550

1,000-1,200
3,000-6,000
7,000-13,000

250-350
400-500
800-900

250-350
500-600
1,100-1,200

IRRIGATION

extensive
moderate
intensive

300-400
550-650
1,000-1,100

3,000-5,000
450-550
200-300
600-800
7,000-10,000
500-600
1,000-1,100 11,000-22,000 1,300-1,500

450-550
600-800
1,300-1,500

POTENTIAL

. agronomic

4,000-4,300

2,000-3,000 18,000-36,000 2,000-2,500

2,000-1,500

Table 1 • Performanees of the main erops in pure arrangement in kg/ha

There are numerous elements that can explain this low productivity, factors unrelated to irrigation
ranking first.
Species and varieties used by producers generally lack quality, their productive potentials are low
and their repetitive cultivation, year by year, has ended in an impressive growth of plagues.
Another problem is the lack of adequate fertilization with organic fertilizers (combined use of
agricurture and cattle raising is poorly applied) or chemical fertilizers. This could be related to seeds
of poor quality and the lack of response to the dosages of fertilizers as used under actual
production conditions.
.
The marketing system a/so doesn't encourage agricultors to engage in more intensive production;
economic risks are important in front of the absence of organized markets and in the context of a
very high inflation. We won't talk about assistance to peasants investment beca use credit aids are
not available to small aqricultors,
But all these problems can be found in agriculture in general. Crops under irrigation have more
specific problems related to intake, transport and utilization of water, that limit the increase in
productivity to a reduced level, as can be seen from Table 1. Without a prior knowledge of the
location of some important Iimiting factors, we shall now undertake an overall analysis of irrigation
systems from intake to furrow.

3.

MAIN OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS IN TRADITIONAL IRRIGATION

3.1. Water application in the parcels
Most users (68%) írriqate their parcels day and night; the main technique is the use of furrows or
ditches (75% of the irrigated surface). This is followed by an almost uncontrolled flooding of
pastures (13% of the surface), aspersíon irrigation, mainly for sugar cane and only in the
haciendas (10% of the surface) and finally. by means of quarrymen (2% of the surface).
Generally the parcel is divided into regular lots; the peasant distributes the flow entering the
parcel between them to irrigate groups (n entables") of 6, 8 or 10 joined furrows (depending on
the available module).
But Ihere also exist zigzaging furrows, used in steep slopes (more than 50%) Ihat can be more
than 300 meters long.
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Technical elements of water distribution are most variable:
The module used in each furrow ranqes from 1 to 60 Vs (zigzaging furrows), but usually lies
between 4 and 7 lis.
Mean irrigation time is 8 hours per hectare but values oscillate between 2 and 72 hours per
hectare (the periods for 15% of the irrigated surface are greater than 12 hours per hectare).
-

Frequency of. application varies between 3.5 and 70 days; the mean is 14 days. In the
subtropicallevel, 40% of the surface is irrigated with a frequency greater than 8 days. Things
get a-little better in the other levels, beca use only 16% of the surface in the temperate level
has a Irequency higher than 14 days (6% higher than 30 days in the cold level).

It is almost impossible to get a precise diagnosis of every perimeter with so extreme variations,
especially when c1imatic data don't show the required consistency or simply don't exist.
,

.

However, the project has been able to determine the main characteristics for each type of
irrigation (crop systems, soil depth and capacity for useful retention, monthly chronological
rainfall series and ETP) and to estímate the maximal admissíble frequency. This calculation is
complemented by the analysis of 7 parcels that were observed daily during more than ayear and
where water intakes (from rainfall and irrigation), as well as superficial losses were controlled.
Recollected data have been processed with IASIS (FAO) software.
From the abovementioned analysis, irrigation frequency as practiced by farmers appears to be
the most inadecuate factor: it is almost always less than calculated.
Under these conditions intensive farming cannot be practiced, nor can short-cycle crops with
shallow roots be used. So peasants are still adapting veqetative cicles to rainy seasons, using
irrigation water only as a complement and to secure water supply.
This inadequate frequency of irrigation stems, not only from the lack of technical criteria, but also
from a historie background.

3.2. Degeneration of water assignment turns
When water was nationalized in 1972, INEAHI confronted the uneasy task of granting water
concessions and in the majority of cases only legalized long ago-acquired rights. In those times,
wíth only 6 years of life, the Institute did not have the institutional strength necessary to update
water distribution without provoking seríous protest. This means that most of the actual water
assignments still obey technical criteria ellaborated in the first half of the century and reflect
social, technical and legal rules of that time.
But socio-economic conditions, environment and production systems have evolved, while
water dístribution generally has followed an inverse evolution: application frequency has grown
lower due to the increment of irrigation time per hectare (in Urcuqui, this time went from 3 to 5
hours/ha in 45 years), which is due in turn to land division (beca use of inheritance or
transactions) or to the incorporation of new users.
Accumulated historical rights have created several types of users ("normal", "cáciques" , "third
parties") whose particular requirements cause weekly modifications in thedistribution. Peasant
inertia and the interests of each group paralize every idea of change, or simply the current
complexity of dístribution precludes water councils from c1early posing the adaptation problem.
Rehabilitation of water turns is a fundamental task of INEAHI and the project is designing an
adapted methodology to ease its calculation. But technícal criteria must be supported by social
consensus and the acceptance of peasant organizations in order to achieve success.
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3.3. Water distribution
Fictitious flows also have big varíations (from 0.1 Vs to 3.8 l/s) that not always follow technical
criteria. In Figure 2 three big c1asses, uniformly distributed in the three ecological levels, can be
seen. Two thirds of the irrigated surface have inadequale supply (33% with a low volume and
31% with a highvolume). Only a third of perimeters have an adequate supply.
A higher water supply can be justified in lhe presence of salinized soils that need frequenl
flooding. But this situation has only been found in 5 or 6 perimelers.
Cases of defficient supply are more visible
depending on the type of production unit. A
belween all the users, while a big landowner
water lo the rest only when there is a surplus.
types of unil coexist.

in the country and create differenl reactions
perimeter wilh minifundia will distribute deficil
will correctly irrigale part of his property, giving
Tensions grow higher in perimelers where both
•

.
Altiludinal levels

Low dolalion

Mean dolalion

High dolalion

Cold level

0.1 lis/ha
(1,500 has)
26%

0.25 I/s/ha
(2,200 has)
38%

0.4 I/s/ha
(2,100 has)
36%

Temperale level
2,300 - 2,700 m

0.2 I/s/ha
(5,000 has)
36%

0.45 I/s/ha
(5,200 has)
37%

0.71/s/ha
(3,800 has)
27%

Sublropical level
< 2,300 m

0.3 I/s/ha
(3,000 has)
33%

0.6 I/s/ha
(2,900 has)
32%

1.0 lis/ha
(3,100 has)
35%

> 2,700 m

Table 2 • Fictitious tlows observed in 200 irrigated perimeters and surfaces
(has and %)

This lack of coincidence between alloted concessions and real needs can be explained, in lhe
first place, by an overalllack of knowledge aboul private irrigation. INERHI actually knows little
aboul irrigaled surfaces (Iocalizalíon, extension, cultivation pallern, lype of irrigalion, soil
characterislics, c1imalology). The project aims lo updale alllhese paramelers wilh systemalic
inventories, mathemalic modelling of cultivalion and produclion systems, efficiency
measurements and climalic regionalizalion. Under present conditions the Inslitule is technically
able to readjust all the al/oled volumes of lhe Mira walershed bul will face difficullies in doing so.
In lhe first place, concessions are granled for 10 years and cannot be modified during lhis
period wilhout firsl modifying the Waler Law. This provision is unfavorable to dynamic agricullors
that have achieved an inlensive production system, lhus increasing their water requírements.
In the second place, a good deal of concessions have been legalized laking into account old
time righls or legal buys without considering the surface to be irrigated. At lhe time of
legalization, many users prefered to buy righls higher than their real needs, in order to insure a
salisfaclory supply. In addition, a surplus supply enables a comfortable margin for its ulilization:
an approximale irrigalion can be practiced wilhout parcel adjuslmenls and wilh mínimum work,
which means wilh less costs.
Users have nowadays 20 years of concession and think of the allolled flow as inalterable
property. In order to establish balanced concessions within a technical criterion and in
accordance to the evolution of agriculture, INERHI musl show a firm polilical will to enlist social
acceptance of the modifications and to achieve legal modifications withoul being afraid of
elecloral consequences.
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3.4. Intake and transport Infrastructure
Development of production in FMIS is closely related to the infrastructure of water intake,
transport and distribution. A farmer won't try to intensify his production (improved seeds and
fertilizers, summer crops, ...) if he isn't sure of having water, at least in reasonable amounts and
frequencies.
This depends heavily on the good performance of transport channels (mostly Iying right on
earth) and of places of intake which are mainly made by heaping stones in the shore (we call
them rustic intakes).

~

Peformance estimates are done taking 2 fundamental aspects into account: the percentage of
time that the channels provide the anticipated flow, and their efficiency in conducting water from
the intake to the entrance of the perimeter. In both cases the goal is to find meaningful
indicators so as to design adequate recommendations for a policy seeking the systematic
rehabilitation of the traditional irrigation systems.

3.4. 1 lnfrastructure performance
Around 60 limnimetric reglets are placed in several representative irrigation systems along the
interandean valley. Water levels are observed twice a day during at least one year and the
causes of problems are registered. Although results vary from regle! to reglet, the following
conclusions may be made:
-

During 5% of the time (18 days per year) channels don't transport any flow.

-

During 16% of the time (58 days per year) channels transport less than half the normal flow.

-

During 32% of the time (117 days per year) the transported flow is less than 75% of the
normal f1ow.

Detected problems slem from two main causes: landslides and destruction of intakes.
But a detailed analysis, supplemented with interviews to water-carriers, shows that, even if
rustic intakes are destroyed several times ayear, they can be fixed in only half a day (with the
work of 2 persons), so their destruction disturbs the water turn but doesn't cause excessive
damage to the farmer.
On the contrary, landslides upset water transportation for several days (sometimes more than
15 days) and are the real cause of lack of water.
These landslides are caused by (in order of importance):
-

Excessive load and breaking of the irrigation channel due tothe lack of control means
(lateral relief) after the intake and along the course of the channel.

-

Sliding of fragile parts that cloq the f1ow, causing overflowing and rupture of the channel,

-

Rupture 01 a channelat a higher altitude; its water destroys other channels Iying down the
way.

3.4.2 Transport efficiency
Several sections (25) of the channels have been selected based on their longitude and flow
(more than 100 lIs). With a permanent regime, simultaneous gaugings are done at the start
and end of the seetion and also before and after each alteration (superficial increase, located
loss), in order to differenciate between global efficiency and strictly linear efficiency. Also the
parts that need rehabilitation are registered.
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Resulls are amazing!
Linear efficiency (wilhoul laking inlo accounl isolaled modificalions) has a mean value of
99,7%/km (ranging from 89% lo 111%/km) and global efficiency has a mean value of
99,9%/km (ranging from 85% lo 121%/km).
Efficiency values are not relaled with Ihe Iype of soil Iraversed, nor wilh mainlenance of Ihe
brook, but seem lo have a slighl relation with channel altitude (higher ones having a higher
efficiency, always more Ihan 1,005/km).
Results of the sample are confirmed all along Ihe Mira walershed. In the legal concession
process, INERHI technicians regisler their observations about Ihe condilions of the channels.
Only 11 veredicts make reference to important losses due to fi/tration in short seclions.
Besides, and laking into account the 274 exisling systems, Ihere is no correlalion between
Ihe extension of conductíon channels and Iransported flow; this means that any amount of
water can be transponed over any number of kilometers.
Although channels do lose water along Iheir path (Iosses can be noticed by the heavy growth
of vegelation along their borders), they do also receive sub-superficial incremenls that are not
noticed.
There exisls a heavy straturn of cemenled volcanic ash -"cangahua" or "ta/petate" in Cenlral
America-al shallow depths (several meters to several cenlimeters), impermeable excepl
through cracks, The excess water that falls over higher parts (or "páramos"), where
precipitation is higher, cannot penetrale deeply and flows over this hardened mass, entering
the hydrographic net at lower altitudes.
So irrigation channels act as a draining net and dam a good deal of this sub-superficial
drainage. In this case it is normal for higher portions lo receive a larger volume of water, that
step by step is later reintegrated to the hydrographic nel.
In what refers lo improvement wo rks, it is eslimaled that only a mean of 5 meters by kilomeler
of channel need rehabililalion (dikes, embankmenls, small tunnels, ..).
Sludies about Iransport and inlake infraslruclure show Ihal Ihe building of modern ínlets
(generally of Ihe "caucasian" Iype) and the syslemalic coating of traditional channels are
expensive and have a limited interest. Stale should lower its inversion in these two iterns and
concentrate it more on:
-

Ihe inslallmenl of laleral watersheds lo avoid overloads;

-

joining channels with similar paths:

-

doing specific, small repair works to reinforce weak portions of the channels Ihat can be
easily located through waler carriers.

3.5. Water supply
Lack of waler in a Ihird part of Ihe irrigaled surface nol always obeys lo an erroneous eslimalion
of the demand, but also lo lack of water from the river. It is evident Ihat the State overestimales
hydric resources, gene rally to justify the building of projecls.
In private irrigation, this lack of coincidence between demands and resources stems from an
ignorance of hydrologic characteristics that ís a consequence of abad distribution of the
hydromelric net and of the lack of consistent studies. Before aproving a water concession,
INERHI makes only one determinalion (during the summer) in the selected place of Ihe river.
In order lo have Ihe best possible estirnation of existing superficial hydric resources in any point
of Ihe hydrographic net, the project designed several basic operations:
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_ A spatial structuration distributed in demand zones (ZARI) and i~take z~nes (hydrologically
homogeneous microbasins). This zonification corresponds to a rnicro-reqlonal level.
-

A linear codífication of the various intakes that places them exactly over the hydrographic net
and estimates their mutual influences.
A c1imatic regionalization (rains, ETP), based on the regional vector model that allows the
generation of statistically possible monthly chronologic series in any point of the region.
Simultaneous callibration of a rain-flow transformation model over the microbasins.

Thís rnethodoloqical effort has achieved good results in the first three phases; the fourth is
being completed. lt also allows for the making of concrete diagnoses over hydroclimatic nets.
3.6. Structure of Water Councils

Water Councíls sometimes exist since a century or more. They have always had several main
functions:
Determining the rules for the water turns
Registering each family's rights
Organizing distribution by sectors and watering places
-

Administering daily distribution through paid water-carriers
Reinforcíng the application of rules and reqisters and penalizing infractors in several ways
Organizing regular maintenance of the works and channel beds, generally through calis for
workíng meetings (mingas), with the assistance of users, depending on their rights.
Solving minor and major incídents
Finantial administration of all these activities

Problems found at this level can be traced to a certain weakening in the power of the Councils.
On the one side, the Water Law gave part of the Councils' functions to the Regional Water
Administration of INERHI. This particularly includes concessions (of water turns and particular
intakes, in those times), control and sanctions (that now must go through a long administrative
process).
On the other side, external interventions also contribute to an atomization of power; this means
there exists a tendency to divide irrigation organizations into smaller ones that don't obey a
central Councíl in problems related to water management and maintenance. Because of this,
everyday conflicts ocurring in a water distribution system don't have an adequate and c1ear
answer for both parties. On the contrary, these conflicts can degenerate and even end up in
"water wars" between communities or groups of users.
Technical rehabilitation of FMIS must be joined with a structuration and "profesionalization" of
peasant organizations, in order to establish a certain uniformity in water management.
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4. CONCLUSION
Irrigation has not been able to substantially raise the productivity of traditional systems.
The rehabilitation of these systems requires first of a detailed knowledge of theír functioning,
based on multidisciplinary and precise scientific studies and not in apríoristic conclusions.
Modern techniques Iike sateliite imaging can contribute with inleresting information, although the
scattering of small parcels in steep slopes difficults its use (an essay with the SPOT satelJile is in
process).
But, as has been proved, water management also obeys to inherited social rules that don't fit in
the actual situation and that in many cases prevent any evolution of productive systems.
As a consequence, technical rehabilitation must be joined with a social change through the Water
Councils, the only peasants' organizations able to introduce the necessary modifications.

..

This means reinforcing the Water Councils, therefore means modifying State intervention from the
institutional and legal point of view.
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